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British Canoeing River Trip Leader Assessment Notes 

An assessment will be run over two separate rivers. (Each session should be a minimum of 4 

hours contact time on the river. This may be multiple runs of the same section). The 

assessment must be performed on grade 4 water if a Class 4 River Trip Leader Award is 

required with a minimum of 3 rafts on the water. This will be run over two days. For further 

information, please refer to the ‘British Canoeing River Trip Leader Training Notes’. 

Technical Syllabus 

Part A – Personal Paddling Skills 

A.1 Raft manoeuvres 

The Guide should be able to correctly ferry glide and know when it is required. 

The Guide should ‘break in and out’ and demonstrate the appropriate methods of entering 

and exiting the main flow by setting and controlling angles to avoid tube dipping. 

The Guide should be able to surf (if the section of water allows). 

A.2 Guide sitting position 

The Guide should demonstrate the correct sitting position to maintain core strength and 

personal safety. 

A.3 Stroke work 

The Guide should demonstrate each of the key strokes: pry, draw and sweep/ power.  

The Guide should know the appropriate use of clients to manoeuvre the raft for spins and 

momentum. 

Part B – Rescue Skills 

B.1 Guide rescue skills 

Flip drill 

The Guide should demonstrate a flip drill. If this is done without clients, it should take no 

longer than 2 minutes.  

Swimming 

The Guide should demonstrate, in a minimum of 3 eddies, the correct techniques for 

swimming. 
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Throw bags 

The Guide should demonstrate a throw line rescue from the bank of a swimmer. 

Tension diagonal 

The Guide must be able to build a tension diagonal and be able to tension a line and then 

increase the force by a vector pull.  

Mechanical advantage 

The Guide must build a mechanical advantage system in 5 minutes or less. 

Mechanical advantage (external) 

The Guide must build an external mechanical advantage system and demonstrate an 

understanding of how to increase the mechanical advantage if required. 

Foot entrapment  

The Guide should be able to demonstrate a range of techniques to sort a situation involving 

a foot entrapment and have an understanding of the level of risk that these different 

techniques involve, (this could be completed on dry land). 

Emergency scenarios 

The Guide must deal with an appropriate emergency scenario which could include client 

evacuation from a pinned raft, lost / damaged equipment, stranded clients on a midstream 

rock, etc. The Guide should then also deal with an appropriate First Aid scenario. 

Part C – Safety, Leadership and Group Skills 

C.1 Planning 

The Guide should demonstrate the ability to organise the trip on and off the water. This 

should include transport vehicles, all equipment required for the day, get ins and outs, 

emergency procedures, timings and briefing of clients (if necessary) and additional guides 

for the trip. 

C.2 Client Care  

Client interaction  

The Guide must demonstrate the ability to talk to clients, building and maintaining trust 

throughout the session. 
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Safety brief 

The Guide must give an informative brief and should include all the key elements including 

intros, PPE checks, raft intro and seating positions, paddle brief and how to use it under 

commands, client safety in and out of the raft and what to do if the raft flips (see Stadium 

Raft Guide or River Raft Guide for further information on the brief). 

Client safety 

The Guide must have knowledge of client safety at all times. Whilst on the water they 

should know appropriate usage of high-sides/ overs, get-downs, lean-ins to ensure clients 

remain safe. 

C.3 Flotilla management 

The Guide should demonstrate correct flotilla management, taking in to consideration 

spacing, communication, safety and incident management as required. They should be 

aware of the acronym CLAP and its use in effective flotilla management (see ‘River Trip 

Leader Training Notes’ for the breakdown of this). 

Part D - Theory 

D.1  Equipment 

The Guide should have an understanding of what material rafts are made of and the 

different raft designs available. 

D.2 Safety 

The Guide should be aware of the etiquette for the section of river that they are on. They 

should also be aware of the effective use of a safety kayaker within the flotilla. 

D.3 Weather 

The Guide should be aware of how weather can affect a trip/ session. 

D.4 Planning 

The Guide should know the correct raft pressures required when on and off the water. 

The Guide should be aware of how to effectively set up the raft (i.e. to allow extra 

equipment storage). 

The Guide should know how to repair a punctured raft on a trip and long term repair. 

The Guide should plan accordingly for the portaging of rafts and clients (theoretical, if 

practical is not required on the trip). 


